
All measurements are in centimetres (cm).

The ranges listed under each size are taken from the actual finished and washed garments (not from the pattern)

so they are an acurate guide to the size of the top.

See How do I Get the Best Fit for information about how to measure yourself.

14 16 18 20 22 24 26

Bust 103 108 120 125 130 135 141

Middle 104 112 117 122 135 139 144

Waist 106 116 122 127 137 142 147

Hips 117 128 132 137 143 149 155

Bicep 42 43 44 45 46 47 49

Shoulder to Hem Front 66 67 69 70 71 72 74

If you carry your weight low down, e.g. pear shape, then look first at the hip measurement and get the best match (top should be

slightly bigger than your hips). 

If you carry your weight higher up, e.g. apple shape, look first at the middle/waist measurement and select the right size from there.

Diagrams are provided as a guideline only and are not drawn to scale. If you don't resemble a fruit, that's fine - we are people after all and we don't grow on trees.

This diagram may not accurately reflect features of the finished garment. The top can be smaller than your measurements where you don't mind it stretching a little e.g. bust or biceps

Make sure you've got some extra room anywhere you don't want the top clinging to your body.

These measurements do not include ease because this is a stretch garment.

What sizes do other customers wear?

Size worn 14 Size worn 22 Size worn 24

Model's measurements My measurements Customer's measurements

Height          167 cm Height        163 cm Height        172 cm

Bust             102 cm Bust           121 cm Bust           124 cm

Middle           94 cm Middle        114 cm Middle        112 cm

Waist           103 cm Waist          108 cm Waist          115 cm

Hips             122 cm Hips            145 cm Hips            148 cm

Bicep             32 cm Bicep            43 cm Bicep            51 cm

Bra size        12 E Bra size      20 DD

Target regular size 14 Target Belle Curve size 22

The short sleeve version of this top has sleeves to the elbow

The long sleeve version of this top (pictured on models and customers) has sleeves to the wrists.

 Garment Size


